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Cosky: Skip Buffers for Optimized 3D Rendering

Skip Buffers for Optimized 3D Rendering
ABSTRACT
Complex models in 3D graphics (such as architecture or game characters) are often
composed of a single, large mesh of triangles that is processed by the graphics module as a single
object. When objects are not fully visible, they are often split into multiple components to reduce
the work required to render them. Breaking down the model and working with the components
(instead of the whole) can, in some situations, reduce performance.
This disclosure describes techniques for optimizing rendering scenarios where only part
of a model is visible. A skip buffer (with associated logic) includes hierarchical data that
optimizes rendering performance by reducing the number of vertex-shader operations that need
to be performed. In addition, the number of screen-clipping operations performed on screenspace triangles to determine the visibility of the triangles is reduced.
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BACKGROUND
Complex models in 3D graphics (such as architecture or game characters) are often
composed of a single, large mesh of triangles that is processed by the graphics module as a single
object. Every triangle has their vertices transformed to screen space, and then the triangle is
clipped to the screen, and the screen-clipped triangle is either rendered or discarded. When
objects are not expected to be fully visible under normal conditions, the model may be split into
many components, each checked for visibility by the CPU with every rendered frame, and a
draw call incurred for each component determined to be visible by the camera.
Making such optimizations saves memory bandwidth and GPU computation time.
However, the breaking down of the model, the working with the components instead of the
whole, and the additional draw calls are problematic from a production perspective and can
actually reduce performance if the entire model is visible because each component needs to be
checked for visibility and, if visible, submitted as a unique draw call. Hierarchical culling can
reduce the overhead of the visibility checks. However, the individual components still require
unique draw calls. The same production and real-time performance problems exist for rendering
any complex model that is only partly visible.

Fig. 1: Vertex and index buffers of a mesh rendering
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Graphics are typically rendered by submitting two key arrays of data to the graphics
driver: a vertex buffer and an index buffer. The vertex buffer includes the data required by each
individual vertex, e.g., a, b, c, …, g, in Fig. 1, and the index buffer represents an array of indices
into the vertex buffer such that each triplet of indices, e.g., abc, adb, cdi, bdi, etc., defines a
triangle in space. Rendering a 3D model involves evaluating the index buffer, which references
the vertex buffer to generate triangle data to be drawn into an output buffer if the vertex shader
output is visible to the camera.
DESCRIPTION
This disclosure describes techniques for optimizing rendering scenarios where only a part
of a model, e.g., a small portion of a large structure, the hands and forearms of a full character
model in a first person game, or one of many scattered objects surrounding the camera, etc., is
visible. In addition to the traditional vertex and index buffers, a third buffer, referred to as the
skip buffer is introduced, along with associated logic. The skip buffer includes data that is used
to optimize rendering performance by reducing the number of vertex shader operations that need
to be performed. In addition, the number of screen-clipping operations performed on screenspace triangles to determine the visibility of the triangles is reduced. These optimizations are
hierarchical in nature, so that rendering overhead for large portions of the model can be
significantly reduced.
Skip buffers represent a series of potentially visible triangles associated with one or more
bounding shapes, where the rendering of the potentially visible triangles is determined by the
results of clipping the bounding shapes to the viewport. There are two types of buffers: compute
shader skip buffers and inline skip buffers; both of these provide the data necessary to perform
the sub-mesh triangle skipping logic and one of these formats may be preferred depending on the
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implementation. The sub-mesh skip logic allows any portion of the mesh to be eliminated from
vertex shader calculations.
It should be noted that the skip block shapes do not have to define a manifold volume
shape. While it is generally expected that assets used in general 3D environments would be
contained within a sealed shape, if the asset will always be rendered from a fixed perspective, as
may be the case with 2D assets such as distant background objects or screen-aligned flat shapes,
it can be a useful optimization to utilize 2D shapes which will optimize the viewport clipping
tests that are core to the skip buffer sub-mesh optimization system.
Compute shader skip buffer (CSSB)
A compute shader skip buffer (CSSB) is a data structure intended for use by a compute
shader that transforms the bounding shapes to screen space and enables or disables rendering of
all potentially visible triangles depending on if the shapes are fully clipped or fully visible. If the
shapes are partially clipped to the viewport, any child shapes will continue to test against the
viewport recursively.
The CSSB contains any number of skip block elements, each of which contain the
following:
● The number of shapes defined by this skip block.
● The index of the first shape in the shape array.
● The first index of the elements in the index buffer that is contained by the shape
sequence.
● The number of subsequent skip blocks following this skip block which are contained
within the shapes defined by this skip block.
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The shape array includes data that defines individual shapes. There is no requirement that
any particular types of shapes are supported; the content tools generate the necessary data and
the skip buffer processing logic processes whatever shapes are defined by the CSSB. This
enables the CSSB to be used with arbitrary shapes, including tetrahedrons, boxes, parametric
shapes and more. The only requirement for the shapes is that they can be tested against the
viewport for being fully clipped or partially clipped or fully visible, and that these results
accurately reflect the visibility of the renderable triangles.
This CSSB format is useful because it can be used to produce arrays of draw calls that
render only those triangles that overlap the viewport. While these calculations may be done on
the CPU, it is likely to be most efficient to utilize a compute shader and perform the entire
procedure on the GPU.
Using CSSB with animated, or skinned, models incurs additional complexity because the
shapes will need to either expand to contain the full range of motion or, ideally, deform the same
way as the visible triangle vertices. If a bounding shape is defined by a mesh, the deformations
can be implemented by using the same bone influences on the bounding mesh as the visible
mesh.
Inline skip buffer (ISB)
The inline skip buffer (ISB) format defines one skip value for every triangle, which is
defined by three indices. Unlike the CSSB format, the only additional data this requires is a skip
value per triangle because it reuses and repurposes data already present in the standard index and
vertex buffers. A modification of logic that sequentially processes the index buffer enables
bounding shapes to be represented as anything from a single triangle to complex shapes
comprising any number of triangles.
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During processing of the triangles, when one or more triangles are processed that have a
non-zero skip value, the number of triangles (or indices × 3) indicated in the last skip buffer
entry before a triangle with a zero skip value will have their rasterization determined by the skip
logic. The sequence of triangles that have a non-zero skip value, and the subsequent triangles
defined by the last skip value is called the skip block. The triangles with skip non-zero values
are the shape triangles.
The shape triangles have vertices processed by the same vertex shader as the rest of the
mesh, and the resulting triangle is evaluated to determine if it is fully visible on the screen, partly
clipped by the edges of the screen, or fully clipped (completely outside the bounds of the screen).
If all shape triangles are fully clipped, any triangles contained within the skip block are also fully
clipped. If all shape triangles are fully visible, none of the triangles in the skip block need
clipping. If one or more shape triangles is partly clipped, all the triangles within the skip block
are processed normally.

Fig. 2: Skip-buffer based efficient processing of vertices
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For example, as illustrated in Fig. 2, if the shape triangles (abc, adc, bdc, adb) are fully
clipped, then any geometry (Z) that is contained within the skip block is also fully clipped.
Similarly, if the shape triangles are fully visible, none of the triangles within the skip block need
clipping. If one or more shape triangles is clipped, all triangles within the skip block are
processed normally.
This information is leveraged to effect optimizations. This optimization occurs entirely
within the GPU; a similar optimization for eliminating vertices and triangles from a partially
visible model would normally require prohibitive CPU computation related to modifying
potentially large index buffers.
If there is a skip block that needs to contain two or more nested skip blocks and there are
no triangles between them, there is no way to distinguish between the containing skip block and
the nested skip block. To address this, skip values will change their sign from positive to
negative to indicate a triangle is defining a different skip block. The actual skip value will be the
absolute value of the stored skip value.
Thus, the inline skip buffer exists adjacent to the index buffer and vertex buffer, and the
data it provides enables the skipping of processing of an arbitrary number of subsequent triangles
in the index buffer depending on the results of processing the vertices of the current and
immediately previous triangles.
Configuration
The array of triangles that represents the visual mesh can be analyzed by an algorithm or
by a technical artist to create a collection of bounding shapes suitable for the chosen skip buffer
format, each of which includes a collection of any number of visible triangles and other nested
shapes. For inline skip buffers, these shapes are defined by skip-triangles, which are strategically
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inserted into the index buffer that has triangles sorted so that visual triangles associated with a
shape reside in a contiguous block in the index buffer. The preparation of compute shader skip
buffer data depends largely on the shapes the application chooses to support.
Example

Fig. 3: The projection of a camera frustum (green trapezium) results in shapes that are fully
contained within the frustum (green), intersecting the frustum (yellow), or outside the frustum
(pink)

In the example of Fig. 3, a single mesh contains 25 unique shapes with 386 vertices and
384 faces each. This is a simplification of what might in practice be a large single mesh that
contains any number of plants, foliage, rocks, rubble, or other environmental features that are
most likely to be fully visible when they are visible at all so there is no hierarchical skip buffer
data. Each shape in the mesh has bounding shapes, as seen by the orange outline. The green
shapes have bounds that are fully contained within the camera frustum (green trapezium), and
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their visible geometry can be rasterized without any clipping logic. The yellow shapes have
bounds that intersect the edge of the frustum, and their visible geometry is clipped before
rasterizing. The red shapes have bounds that are outside the frustum, and can be skipped entirely.
Example (hierarchical skip buffer data)
When a detailed mesh is expected to be only partly visible much of the time, it would be
useful to provide hierarchical skip buffer data to further optimize the rendering process. This is
applicable, for example, to large meshes the camera moves in and around, such as buildings,
architecture, or entire cities. Another scenario of applicability is meshes that are near the camera,
e.g., first person character models where most of the character is often outside the field of view.
Consider a human character, configured to use an inline skip buffer prepared with a set of
tetrahedrons that approximate and contain the visible geometry of the model. There may be one
comprising the entire model (A), one comprising the upper body (B), one comprising the lower
body (C), one for each leg (D), each foot (E), each arm (F), each hand (G), the torso (H), the
head (I), etc. Note that the arm (F) does not contain the hand (G), but the upper body (B)
contains (F), (G), (H), and (I). The character is a player’s first-person model as is often seen in
first-person games, where the player typically sees the character’s (or their own avatar’s) hands,
arms, and possibly chest and legs if they are looking down. In this example, the camera is facing
forward such that it is expected that the hands and arms are visible.
When this character is rendered with the described skip-buffer techniques, the first four
triangles are configured with skip buffer data that specifies the entire length of the index buffer
and contains the entire model. Since the camera is located within the tetrahedron (A), the first
four triangles that get processed are detected as skip candidates; however, not all of them are
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fully clipped: at least one is in front of the camera and on screen, and therefore the GPU
continues processing the subsequent triangles as it normally would.
The next four triangles representing the lower body tetrahedron (C) are also configured
with skip buffer data. However, because the view is looking forward and not down, all four of
them are fully clipped and the skip buffer value is then used to skip all the triangles contained
within (C), which also happens to include tetrahedrons (D) and (E). Tetrahedrons (D) and (E) are
not even processed, since the skip value for (C) causes all of the indices representing this part of
the model to be skipped from processing entirely. The next elements in the index buffer that are
processed are the ones defining the triangles of arm tetrahedron (F).
When the four triangles representing the arm tetrahedron (F) are evaluated, in this
example none of them are clipped, since the entire tetrahedron happens to be visible. No indices
are skipped; instead, the skip value is retained as a counter, and the index buffer is processed for
as many elements defined by the skip value. The index buffer is drawn normally, ignoring any
skip-triangles encountered along the way (including skip-triangles representing the hand
tetrahedron G). Each element decrements the skip value, and until the skip value reaches zero,
each triangle is fully visible on screen or can be ignored if it is a skip-triangle. Skip-triangles that
represent tetrahedrons (by having non-zero skip values) can be skipped entirely, such as the hand
(G), since they are known to be enclosed by the tetrahedron that did not have any clipping. An
additional optimization, that can lead to more performance gains, is to not clip any of the visible
triangles, since they are fully contained within the tetrahedron (F) that is entirely within screen
space.
Once all the triangles of the arm have been rendered, the skip counter reaches zero, and,
upon encountering the next triangles in the index buffer, the skip-buffer logic repeats the process.
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For example, upon encountering the bounds for the fully-clipped head and torso, the skip logic
activates and completely eliminates their visual triangles from being processed.
The end result of the skip-buffer rendering of this character is that only the hands and
arms have their vertex shader code executed, which represents a substantial reduction in the
computational cost of rendering the model. None of the skipped vertices are transformed to
screen space and evaluated for clipping. Many triangles (those in the hand G) can have screen
clipping costs eliminated entirely. Cache coherency on the vertex buffer can be significantly
increased since the majority of the vertex buffer is not evaluated at all.
Parallelism
Leveraging the parallel-processing abilities of GPUs, an additional buffer can be
employed to track the index of each top-level bounding shape’s triangles in the skip buffer such
that parallel work can be performed by each thread. However, it can be more efficient to have the
index buffer processor notify a waiting thread whenever a skip-triangle is encountered with the
skip value, so that another thread immediately can begin processing the indices at the later point
in the buffer. This procedure can be repeated as many times as the data requires, up to the
compute capacity of the GPU.
Another opportunity for parallelism is as follows. When a bounding shape is fully visible,
the entire block of vertices within that skip-block can be submitted to the job pool for parallel
processing using a code path that doesn’t clip triangles to the screen. This is similar to how
models are typically rendered, except that typically, each triangle is clipped to the screen, such
that existing code patterns for distributing this work can be adapted to work with skip-buffers.
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Vertex shaders that animate positions
Vertex shaders can move vertices according to predetermined rules, such as reading a
texture to represent height in a terrain, simply moving the vertex according to a noise function,
etc. The skip-triangles that define the bounding shape simply need to be expanded to include the
potential range of motion of the shader-animated vertex.
Skinned meshes
Since the shape triangles used by inline skip buffers are transformed by the same
skinning logic that applies to the visual mesh, deforming or transforming the shape triangles does
not affect the skip rules. The skip-buffer techniques described herein thus support skinned and
animated meshes. The behavior and the benefits are the same so long as the vertices referenced
by the shape triangles are skinned with the same influences as the bounding shape. If vertices are
subject to multiple bone influences, the bounding shape can be adjusted to enclose the potential
range of motion of all vertices within the block, similar to configuring bounding shapes for
animated vertex shaders, as explained above.
Zero-waste skip buffers
The inline skip buffer data does not need to maintain an element for each triangle. It can
instead store the skip data and offsets to the next skip triangles in the index buffer. This
eliminates the need for a sparse array, because reserving space in the skip buffer for potentially
visible triangles is not necessary.
Applications to multiview
Multiview is a technique by which the same geometry is drawn multiple times, once per
camera perspective. This feature is commonly associated with stereoscopic rendering for VR.
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Skip buffers improve the efficiency of multiview rendering because objects must have vertex
shaders executed for both camera perspectives even if they are not visible to both cameras. In
non-stereoscopic rendering scenarios, geometry is generally not submitted unless it intersects the
view frustum. In stereoscopic rendering scenarios, it is possible for geometry to be visible in one
view and for it to be completely or partially outside the frustum for the other.
Skip buffers can eliminate the majority of vertex shader and triangle-clipping overhead
for objects that are visible only to a single view. This benefit is further extended and more
effective if multiview is used with additional cameras, such as those used for mixed reality that
show the scene from a significantly different perspective. Without skip buffers, up to half of the
submitted draw calls can potentially have vertex shaders executed only to have the results
discarded by the clipper. Assets configured with skip buffers can eliminate much of this
overhead because the initial bounding shape(s) would be fully clipped, enabling the remainder of
the triangles and the vertices they reference to be ignored.
Implementation
Compute shader skip buffer logic can be implemented today using compute shaders and
indirect draw calls. Implementing inline skip buffer logic in modern GPUs will require
extensions of core graphics application programming interfaces (APIs) and GPU drivers;
however, this provides the advantages of simplifying their use by developers and enabling
additional optimizations related to the reduced data requirements, the elimination of the compute
shader and other potential hardware or driver level optimizations that are unavailable to compute
shader skip buffer systems.
In this manner, the skip-buffer techniques described herein can improve the performance
of rendering complex models without breaking up objects into arbitrary components, or
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performing visibility checks on the CPU, or increasing draw-call counts for objects where more
than one component is visible, etc. Both hardware and software renderers can benefit from the
techniques, especially for cases where complex objects currently have their entire set of triangles
projected to the screen and many of them are outside the bounds of the screen.
CONCLUSION
This disclosure describes techniques for optimizing rendering scenarios where only part
of a model is visible. A skip buffer (with associated logic) includes hierarchical data that
optimizes rendering performance by reducing the number of vertex-shader operations that need
to be performed. In addition, the number of screen-clipping operations performed on screenspace triangles to determine the visibility of the triangles is reduced.
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